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Despite the rather inclement weather, there was a good showing of people at Holst Forest on October 22, 1977 for Fall Foresters Day. As the temperature dropped and the rain continued to fall, the fireplace in the shelter became more popular than the events. Despite the rain, all events were run except for the water boiling contest. The days activities were concluded with the tapping of the keg and a feast of smoked pork chops.
I thought they were supposed to use the other side of the saw.

Come on teammate. I'll give you an "A" if we win.

Placings

**Overall**
- Tie: John Jennett
- Mark Lieurance

**One Man Buck**
1. Randy Kleitsch
2. Gary Stephan

**Two Man Buck**
1. Jennett-Lieurance
2. Jondel-Krambeer

**Chain Throw**
1. Mike Cloughesy
2. Laura Knepp

**Tobacco Spit**
1. Mark Lieurance
2. Andy Mitchell

**Dendrology**
1. Mike Cloughesy
2. Terrie McCoy

**Log Rolling**
1. Lieurance-Jennett
2. Krambeer-Cloughesy

**Bolt Throw**
1. Mike White
2. Andy Mitchell

**Wood Technology**
1. John Jennett
2. Carole Gillespie

**Match Split**
1. Laura Knepp
2. Elaine Caldbeck

**Pulp Toss**
1. Straight-Hutzell
2. Houseman-Kleitsch

**Speed Chop**
1. John Jennett
2. Mike White

**Tree Felling**
1. Randy Kleitsch
2. Mike Cloughesy

**Nail Pound**
1. Sue Kleitsch
2. Teresa Salak

**Egg Toss**
1. Houseman-Kleitsch
2. Gillespie-White

**Compass Traverse**
1. Mike Cloughesy
2. Jeff Strang

**Dizzy Izzy**
1. Russ Foust
2. George Ivory
October 7 marked the departure of the ISU Conclave Team for Purdue University and the 26th Annual Midwestern Conclave Competition.

Under the guidance and leadership of Mark Lieurance the team had prepared for the competition and was determined not to come in last and again acquire the bear skin.

Saturday morning was crisp and cloudy. After slipping and sliding down the hill to the contest grounds, the team got down to business. Bruce Siefken placed second in the bolt throw, giving the team three points, and Rick Straight acquired fourth place in the traverse for one more point. The team finished with four points but this says nothing for the close scores. Missouri regained it's first place title and ISU was proud to place eighth of the twelve teams.

The annual "adjustment hour" was held that night at the bottom of the hill, presenting a difficult situation for some. Sunday morning, however, found most of the ISU team ready for the long drive home.